1 Overall quality at a glance i ○
The following experimental techniques were used to determine the structure:
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
The reported resolution of this entry is 9.80 Å.
Percentile scores (ranging between 0-100) for global validation metrics of the entry are shown in the following graphic. The table shows the number of entries on which the scores are based. The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5%
Metric
Mol Chain Length Quality of chain 2 Entry composition i ○ There are 5 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 17940 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometry. Residues are colorcoded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
• Molecule 1: Polymerase acidic protein Chain A:
• Molecule 2: RNA-directed RNA polymerase catalytic subunit Chain B :   M1  I14  G26  R94  R135  N136  Q137  N195  R196  K197  L224  R233  N276  R324  A340  P341  M409  W437  M488  Q544  D586  D616  I636  GLU  GLY  ILE  LYS  GLU  ALA  ASP  ILE  THR  PRO  ALA  HIS  GLY  PRO  VAL  LYS  K653  M654  D655   T662  R666  R669  I749  GLY  TYR  ILE • Molecule 3: Polymerase basic protein 2
Chain C: T38  T62  W101  M125  R144  R216  R271  A275  S276  N277  P278  L281  T289  D292  V308  I313  L317  G318  L319  G328  R329  L330  I348  G349  N350  Q354  V367  G370  L376  K377  K378  V416  V485  ILE  ASP   ASP  PHE  SER  SER  THR  GLU  THR  GLU  K496  D518  Y532  D533  T534  T542  T543  L546  K569  W575  I584  Q603  M610  G645  G646  E647  K654  G655  Y661  L677  R686  K725  L730  Y731  K734  V739  K740  ARG  LYS  ARG  TYR  SER  ALA  LEU   SER  ASN  ASP  ILE  SER  GLN  GLY  ILE  LYS  ARG  GLN  ARG  MET  THR  VAL  GLU  SER  MET  GLY  TRP  ALA  LEU  SER • Molecule 4: 3' promoter vRNA
Chain R:
• Molecule 5: 5' promoter vRNA 6F5O
Chain V: There are no bond angle outliers.
There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. 1  A  5747  0  5718  13  0  2  B  5761  0  5783  14  0  3  C  5843  0  6015  21  0  4  R  282  0  146  0  0  5  V  307  0  153  0  0  All  All  17940  0  17815  39  0 6F5O The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 1.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (39) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all PDB entries followed by that with respect to all EM entries.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Mol Chain Analysed Favoured Allowed Outliers Percentiles
Mol
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
There are no ligands in this entry.
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
The following chains have linkage breaks:
Mol Chain Number of breaks 1 A 1
All chain breaks are listed below:
Model Chain Residue-1 Atom-1 Residue-2 Atom-2 Distance (Å) 1 A 164:GLU C 165:GLU N 3.00
